Priority Function
PF
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
When the cylinder is locked and a key is inserted and turned on the inside, the cylinder can always be locked/unlocked
from the outside.
The priority function is always located on one side. This is indicated by PF marked on the respective side of the cylinder.
This is very important for cylinder installation.

Available systems
6 Kaba penta
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Kaba
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quattro pluS
quattro S
experT 2)
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Inside
Total

Total
Outside
Inside

Total length of cylinder
Dimension to center of cam (outside)
Dimension to center of cam (inside)

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Order Code "PF"

2.DZ35+45PFNI

Example:
Kaba gemini S double cylinder
Length 35+45 mm, nickel plated, PF side inside = 45 mm

2.DZ35PF+45NI

Example:
Kaba gemini S double cylinder
Length 35+45 mm, nickel plated, PF side outside = 35 mm

Please note:
The order code should always indicate on which side the
priority function should be installed.
Also available in Swiss round and Union profile.

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.1

Key Override
GF, Cylinder/Key Combination
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。

Function
When a key is inserted and turned on the inside, all keys that would normally function from the outside
no longer function. The advantage of the double cylinder with an emergency master key function is that
it can still be opened from the outside using the special emergency master key.
The emergency master key function always works on both sides of the cylinder.
All double cylinders in the modular system are equipped with the emergency master key function as standard.

Application
Anywhere personal privacy is required, but at the same time the highest degree of safety for emergency situations is also
required, and contrary to the priority function, a specially managed (registered) key is required for opening from the outside.

Available systems
6 Kaba penta
			
			
			

7
4
5
3

Kaba
Kaba
Kaba
Kaba

quattro pluS
quattro S
experT 2)
quattro 1)

Outside

2 Kaba gemini S
9 Kaba gemini T
1 Kaba gemini 1)

2)

Inside

Outside (mm)Dimension to the center of the cam
Inside (mm) Dimension to the center of the cam

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Order Code "GF"

*.ZSL.GF.ML

Emergency Override Key

Please note:
The emergency master key function is available for
both master key systems as well as serial keyings.
Emergency keys must always be ordered separately,
see page 70.
Also available in Swiss round and Union profile.

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.2

Construction Time System
BAZ
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
Using the Kaba construction time system, the final master key system (or parts of it) can be installed during the finishing
phase of a site without having any security limitations in the time after the construction phase.
Construction Time Key
Used during the construction phase. Construction time keys can be used as system grand master keys, group keys or individual
keys.
Changing key
This specially-designed key is used to convert the cylinders. Once the changing key has been used, construction time keys
lose their authorization.
User/Renter key
The final keys (user keys) close the cylinder both before as well as after the conversion.
Available systems
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2)

Recess on one side only

Changing key

Outside

Inside

*.DZ.30+30.BAZ.**
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*.DZ.30+35.BAZ.**
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*.DZ.30+40.BAZ.**
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40

|

|

100
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Order Code "BAZ"

*.DZ.100+100.BAZ.**

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Extensions in 5 mm increments.
All lengths 105 mm and greater per cylinder side are special lengths.
Also available in Swiss round and Union profile.

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.3

Construction Time System 3
BAZ3(508.100.743) for Two Conversions
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。

Function
Using the Kaba construction time system "3," the final master key system (or parts of it) can be installed during
the finishing phase of a site without having any security limitations in the time after the construction phase.

Construction Time Key
Used during the construction phase. Construction time keys can be used as system grand master keys, group keys
or individual keys.
Changing key
Two specially-designed keys can convert the cylinders twice during construction time. Once the changing keys have been
used, construction time keys lose their authorization.
User/Renter key
The final keys (user keys) close the cylinder both before as well as after the conversions.
Available systems
6 Kaba penta
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experT 2)
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Change key from A to B

Inside

*.DZ.30+30.BAZ3.508.100.743.**

30

30

*.DZ.30+35.BAZ3.508.100.743. **
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*.DZ.30+40.BAZ3.508.100.743. **
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|

|

100

100

*.DZ.100+100.BAZ3.508.100.743.**

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Extensions in 5 mm increments.
All lengths 105 mm and greater per cylinder side are special lengths.
Also available in Swiss round and Union profile.

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.4

9 Kaba gemini T 2)
1 Kaba gemini 1)

Change key from B to C

Outside

Order Code "BAZ.508.100.743"

2 Kaba gemini S

Duplo Function
DF, Cylinder/Key Combination

若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。

Function
The duplo function is used for personnel entrances or other entrances for which personnel only have access at specific,
registered times. In this case, the personnel/regular key only activates the latch of the alternate lock.
The door furniture must then be equipped with a rigid knob on the outside.
This requires that it be pre-locked using the duplo key (only this key activates the bolt also).
If the duplo key is used for locking, regular keys will no longer open the lock.
Please note
The duplo function is not available for thumbturn cylinders.
Cylinders with a duplo function can only be used in a master key system. The number of duplo keys must be specified.
Dual side is possible.
Not suitable for automatic locking (panic) locks.
Available systems
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Y

Function with normal key
only activates the
latch

Function with duplo key
ensures full functionality
(bolt and latch activation)

Order code "DF" must be listed on one or both
cylinder sides.

Outside

Inside

35

40

Example:
Kaba gemini S double cylinder length 35+45 mm,
nickel plated, duplo function on the inside
2.DZ35+45DF.NI

Extensions in 5 mm increments.
All lengths 105 mm and greater per cylinder side are special lengths.
Also available in Swiss round and Union profile.

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.5

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Dust and Weather Protection Cap
for Europrofile Cylinders
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。

Configuration
Dust and weather protection cover nickel-plated brass
Special configuration: with plastic dust and weather protection cap

Function
Each Europrofile cylinder can be equipped with the dust and weather protection cover.
Cylinders with pulling protection cannot be equipped with the dust and weather protection cover.
Please note
In the order number, the first measurement is always the outside B.
A configuration with a dust cover on both sides is also possible.
May not be used for security door furniture.
Available systems
6 Kaba penta
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Inside

Outside
Outside
Inside

Order code SSW

7.DZ30SSW+40.NI

Dimension from outside to center of cam
Dimension from inside to center of cam

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)
Example:
Kaba quattro pluS double cylinder
Length 30+40 mm, nickel plated,
with dust and weather protection cover on the outside (30 mm)

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.6

2)

Cam 360° Freewheel
FL360
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
The cam of the double cylinder with 360° freewheel can be turned freely when no key is inserted.
When a key is inserted, a fixed connection is made between the key and the cam.
As soon as the key is removed, the cam returns to 360° freewheel. Prerequisite for this is
that no pressure remains on the cam after the key has been retracted.
Please note
In the order number, the first measurement is always the outside.

Available systems
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* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Order code "FL360"

7.DZ35+45.FL360.NI

Example:
Kaba quattro pluS double cylinder
Length 35+45 mm, nickel plated

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.7

Cam with Relative Movement
RB
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
The key turns a full 360°. However, the cam only makes a relative movement for a full key turn (see figures).
Application for specific switch and contact problem solutions.
Not available for the short cylinder configuration.
Order Code
a) RB.0-90LI (left)
b) RB.0-90RE (right)

a)

b)

from 0° to 90° (left and right)

c) RB.0-180LI (left)
d) RB.0-180RE (right)

c)

d)

from 0° to 180° (left and right)

e) RB.0-270LI (left)
f) RB.0-270RE (right)

e)

f)

from 0° to 270° (left and right)

g) RB.90-270LI (left)
h) RB.90-270RE (right)

g)
from 90° to 270° (left and right)

For special versions, please always
provide the cam setting according to
the diagram and illustration.

K.8

h)

Cams for all Mortise Lock Cylinders
MITN
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Please note
Not available for the short cylinder configuration.
The dimensions of the cam tabs for the 22 mm round profile cylinders deviate from the drawings shown.

4-part cam
not a stocked product, manufactured to order
4FACH
Order Code:

Biffar cam
not a stocked product, manufactured to order
BIFFAR
Order Code:

Cam R13.2
Radius 13.2 mm
Order Code:
508.100.618

Cam R17
Radius 17 mm
not a stocked product, manufactured to order
R17
Order Code:

Pinion cam
10 sprockets
Order Code:

ZR10

10 sprockets with relative movement
Application: for special insert locks with
a specified bolt hub
ZR10RB
Order Code:

Cam
10 sprockets
Order Code:

508.100.616

Cam
14 sprockets
Order Code:

508.100.617

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.9

若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
18 sprockets
Order code: ZR18
18 sprockets with relative movement
Application
Special insert locks with a specified bolt stroke
Cam with 7.7 mm length
Order code 03192-00
Standard cam 1414-3 milled to 7.7 mm
Application
Door locks from Eastern European countries
Order code with cylinder
*.DZ.30+30 **.03192-00

Outside
length
30

Inside
length
30

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.10

Increased Drilling Protection,
ST, Steel Cylinder Housing
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。

Configuration
The steel housing is supplied with chemically nickel plated surface finish as standard.

Function
The Kaba steel cylinder - also integrated into the modular system - offers the user a higher degree of security.
It has increased drilling and pulling protection and can also be integrated into existing master key systems for the Kaba
quattro S and Kaba gemini S.
The Kaba steel cylinder is effective against increased pulling forces and is well suited for high security doors
in the outside area of buildings.

Available systems
6 Kaba penta
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Kaba

quattro pluS
quattro S
experT 2)
quattro 1)

Example:
Kaba quattro pluS double cylinder,
Length 30+40 mm, with steel housing
Nickel plated

Optional
BS2 increased drilling protection
In the cylinder body made from high-quality steel, the cylinder inserts (insert) are protected by using extra verticallyinserted carbide long pins. This makes it very difficult to
drill out the cylinder insert.

7.DZ30+40.BS2.ST.NI

Example:
Kaba quattro pluS double cylinder,
Length 30+40 mm, with steel housing and additional drilling protection
Nickel plated

For additional security components in Kaba lock cylinders,
see pages 17 to 19 in chapter "System description."

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.11

9 Kaba gemini T 2)
1 Kaba gemini 1)

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Order code "ST"

7.DZ30+40.ST.NI

2 Kaba gemini S

Increased Pulling Protection VdS Grade B
ZS.V
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
The pulling protection equipment provides protection against attempts to pull or twist the lock cylinder out the door lock.
This protection is effective against a force of at least 15 kN for both cylinder plugs as well as the cylinder body.
To guarantee this value (VdS tested, Grade B, increased forced entry resistance), we recommend using spacers to equalize
the empty spaces between the door furniture and pulling protection pin. A 1 mm and 2 mm spacer is included. Additional
spacers can be ordered separately (order numbers, see below).
The use of security door furniture is mandatory.
Please note
The side with the pulling protection is always listed in the order code.

Available systems
6 Kaba penta
			
			
			

7
4
5
3

Kaba
Kaba
Kaba
Kaba

quattro pluS
quattro S
experT 2)
quattro 1)

Order Code "ZS.V"

9 Kaba gemini T 2)
1 Kaba gemini 1)

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

6.DZ30ZS.V+40.NI

Example:  
Kaba penta double cylinder
Length 30+40 mm, with pulling protection
on the outside (30 mm)

DS1.0

Spacer 1.0 mm

DS1.5

Spacer 1.5 mm

DS2.0

Spacer 2.0 mm

DS3.0

Spacer 3.0 mm

For additional security components in Kaba lock cylinders, see
pages 17 to 19 in chapter "System description."

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.12

2 Kaba gemini S

Cylinder Body with Steel Reinforcement
LAM
若需要中文翻译，请联系我们。
Function
Cylinder reinforcement with steel shims guarantees additional protection against pulling and meets the requirements of
Standard EN1303 Attack Resistance Grade 2. The housing is available in all standard surface finishes, the steel shims are
nickel plated. This configuration is only available for double cylinders and thumbturn cylinders.

Available systems
6 Kaba penta
			
			
			

7
4
5
3

Kaba
Kaba
Kaba
Kaba

quattro pluS
quattro S
experT 2)
quattro 1)

2 Kaba gemini S
9 Kaba gemini T 2)
1 Kaba gemini 1)

33

17

10
Outside

Inside

*.DZ.30+30LAM.**

30

30

*.DZ.40+40LAM.**

40

40

*.DZ.50+50LAM.**

50

50

*.DZ.100+100LAM.**

100

100

Order Code "LAM"

* System code number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

Extensions in 5 mm increments. Same length on both sides not
mandatory.
All lengths 105 mm and greater per cylinder side are special lengths.
For additional security components in Kaba lock cylinders, see
pages 17 to 19 in the chapter "System Description."

1)

The Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro systems are only offered as extensions.

2)

The Kaba experT and Kaba gemini T systems are only sold to authorized dealers.

K.13

Outside

Inside

